Action & Adventure
Beyond the Door by Maureen Doyle
When mythical creatures appear, a mystery of unparalleled proportions begins to unfold for Timothy, his sister Sarah, and school
bully Jessica, who must defeat the powers of the Darkness.
Dangerous by Shannon Hale
When aspiring astronaut Maisie Danger Brown, who was born without a right hand, and the other space camp students get the
opportunity to do something amazing in space, Maisie must prove how dangerous she can be and how far she is willing to go to
protect everything she has ever loved.
Fire and Flood by Victoria Scott
Tella's brother Cody is sick and getting worse, so when she finds instructions on how to become a contender in the dangerous
Brimstone Bleed race where she can win a cure for him, she jumps at the chance -- but there is no guarantee that she will win, or
even survive.
The Girl Who Was Supposed to Die by April Henry
She doesn't know who she is. She doesn't know where she is, or why. All she knows when she comes to in a ransacked cabin is
that there are two men arguing over whether or not to kill her. And that she must run. Follow Cady and Ty (her accidental savior
turned companion), as they race against the clock to stay alive.

Indigo Awakening* by Jordan Dane
When her troubled brother is compelled by the voices in his head to run away, Rayne embarks on a desperate search and teams
up with secretive Gabriel, who uses his psychic powers to evade a fanatical church that is targeting supernaturally gifted teens.
Scan by Walter Jury and S.E. Fine
Tate Archer outruns armed government officials as he tries to keep his now dead father's strange invention out of the wrong
hands, alien hands.

Shadow on the Sun by David Macinnis Gill
Everything Durango has ever valued, from Mimi, the sarcastic artificial intelligence implanted in his brain, to his beloved lieutenant, Vienne, to his own life may be at risk when his father, Lyme, tries to force him to become the Prince of Mars.

Under the Empyrean Sky* by Chuck Wendig
Cael McAvoy, living in the corn-overrun Heartland below extravagant sky flotillas, grows tired of scavenging and living in the Empyrean Empire's shadow and vows to do something to change his lot in life.

*Denotes first title in series
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